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718MB.zipQ: Python: Splitting a list of strings by a pattern I have a list with a couple of strings that I want to split. The pattern is that
there are only alphanumeric characters except for "_" and "-" and the separator is a blank space. If the pattern were: ['John_Bob',
'bob@email.com', 'John@email.com'] I would want to get: ['John', 'Bob'] ['bob@email.com', 'John@email.com'] The only way I've been
able to do this so far is list1 = ['John_Bob', 'bob@email.com', 'John@email.com'] pattern = re.compile('^[a-zA-Z0-9_.]*$') for l in list1:
if pattern.match(l): name, email = list1.index(l) print('%s:%s' % (name, email)) I feel like there has to be a better way to do this. A:
You can use regular expressions as well and by using re.split: import re inputs = ['John_Bob', 'bob@email.com', 'John@email.com']
splitted = re.split('_+', inputs) The pattern _+ has the following meaning: _ (single underscore): Zero or more occurrences of the
preceding character +: One or more occurrences of the preceding character So the result will be: ['John', 'Bob', 'bob@email.com',
'John@email.com'] Other pattern could work as well. . I would love to still be here working in independent media because I think that's
what's pushing society forward and we need that more than ever. I wish I could say that the office experience was great and that my
team took care of me, but it was not. I don't work in a lovely office at
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Fouss 38.03 MiB. Romulo Melkor Mancin Comix 718MB.zip. View and download 2.04 GiB BBS01. Romulo Melkor Mancin Comix
718MB.zip.. Romulo Melkor Mancin Comix 718MB.zip Instruction: Click on the down download button after the file is 100%

downloaded.Wireless charging is very much a reality. Apple’s AirPower needs special charging pads, so why can’t we build it into our
phones? These slick mophies make our phones even slicker. With wireless charging, we are free from the physical limitations of old-
school charging. Now you can charge your phone from anywhere without having to set it down on the bed or table, as long as that
spot has a wireless charging mat. The physical aspects of charging are gone with this new, novel technology, but you still have to

have a device that has the technology built into it. As wireless charging technology gets more refined and more widespread, we’ll find
new ways to use it and we’ll find more ways to live without wires. We’ll even be able to charge our phones on the move, like with an

airplane or a subway. It sounds exciting, but it’s also a little scary. Will we soon find ourselves surrounded by a sea of Qi-enabled
devices of all shapes and sizes? Android Central's Rene Ritchie reviewed the WQi 3.0 USB charger designed by Elkoch Technology. He

rated it 3 stars out of 5, saying, "We haven’t always been the biggest fans of Elkoch Technology and the WQi 3.0 USB charger is no
exception, but after using it for a few days, it has definitely won our hearts." The Instapapers partner is making gadgets a lot more
waterproof. Say goodbye to your beloved smartphone, because Nesco's new waterproof Smart Cover is now a reality. It looks like a

case, and it's shaped like most phone cases, but it's more than that. This isn't just a removable cover for your phone. It's a full stand-
alone speaker. Good news, Windows 8.1 users! You'll be happy to know that Microsoft hasn't left you behind. It has announced

Windows 8.1 update for the RT version of Windows that will give you the following benefits.
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